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1) Warming for the next 30-40 years will be 
independent of emissions
2) Temperatures and CO2 levels are 
unprecedented in the history of agriculture
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3) Rainfall changes are less certain, but a pattern 
of sub-tropical drying seems likely  .
Average climate model projections of soil moisture change by 2080
IPCC, 2007
4) Most crops in most regions prefer cooler 
temperatures  In many areas  climate effects . ,
will outweigh the positive effects of CO2 even 
in the short-term.
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4) Most crops in most regions prefer cooler 
temperatures  In many areas  climate effects . ,
will outweigh the positive effects of CO2 even 
in the short-term.
Lobell et al. 2008, Science
Warming effects on U.S. corn yields (%) 
assuming current varieties
slide from Wolfram Schlenker, Columbia Univ.
Area-weighted Average Loss ≈ 30%
5) A lot can be done to adapt to higher 
temperatures and potentially to higher CO2 but ,
current investment is relatively low.
•Shift to longer maturing varieties
•Planting date shifts
•New crop varieties
•Better and expanded irrigation
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Source: “Renewing American Leadership in the Fight Against Global Hunger          
and Poverty The Chicago Initiative on Global Agricultural Development” 
Report Issued by an Independent Leaders Group on Global Agricultural 
Development Chicago  Council on Global Affairs, 2009
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